
Chart a Direct Path to  
Better Claims Resolution
Many injury claims, whether liability or workers’ compensation, seem as if they’ll follow an 
easy path to resolution. But unforeseen obstacles can get in the way. A claim can take a 
wrong turn—or several. Then, trying to reach settlements can seem like walking in circles. 
Claims staff must tread carefully and may need good guides to ensure consistent results.

The best path to settlement can be especially uncertain for less experienced staff. How 
many times have managers looked at a closed claim and thought, “If only I’d known this 
claim was headed in that direction, I’d have managed it differently”? Perhaps an inexpe-
rienced adjuster arrived at settlement for significantly more than similar claims involving 
the same injuries or treatment protocols. Or maybe the claims handler correctly assessed 
treatments but missed claimant characteristics or jurisdictional nuances. There’s also the 
unfortunate scenario when an adjuster unintentionally gives the injured party a low offer 
and the claim ends up in a protracted, expensive court battle.
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Insufficient information leads to insufficient results
Claims handling is a challenge even in the best of circumstances. Without the right 
insight, adjusters face significant disadvantages.

Inability to triage claims to the right adjuster or resources
If claims supervisors can identify that a claim may be potentially complex, they can inter-
cede and hand it to their most senior adjusting staff. In other cases, the best way to 
mitigate exposure might be to assign the file for nurse case review. But not knowing that 
some claims are going to take complicated turns, supervisors may assign them to staff 
members who may be out of their depth with high-stakes claims.  

Setting inaccurate reserves  
Adjusters often lack all the facts they need to determine the likely range for the ultimate 
value of a claim—sometimes starting a claim only with a name, address, and accident 
description. This dearth of information can leave claims supervisors guessing what the 
reserve should be. Setting timely and proper reserves ensures fiscal stability for the 
insurer, avoiding situations such as a $10,000 initial reserve jumping to $400,000 a  
year or two later. 

Missing opportunities to mitigate unwarranted payments 
Without better claim insights at the outset, adjusters may overlook factors such as pre-
existing conditions that could radically affect the insurer’s portion of a medical claim. A 
claimant involved in an auto accident may complain of back pain, but a muscle strain or 
other condition could have developed months or years earlier—and therefore the back 
treatment should be paid instead by the party’s healthcare insurance. The result could  
be tens of thousands of dollars in extra bills paid by the wrong insurer! 

Increasing the chance of unnecessary litigation 
When injured parties are not satisfied with settlement determinations, they may opt  
to take their claims to court. Preparation and representation at a trial can be time- 
consuming and expensive for both sides of a case, and insureds have no guarantee  
that they’ll win. In the majority of cases, it’s better for all parties to come to a fair  
settlement before this point.
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Let analytics map the course
Predictive analytics can tell you in which direction a claim is likely to head, before it ever 
gets there. This insight enables you to guide each case to the best resolution. According 
to a 2014 report by McKinsey & Company, “Advanced analytics can transform how 
insurers do business.”2 Ideally, this would include predictive analytics that consider all 
the factors that complicate claims—preexisting conditions, advanced age, differences in 
jurisdictions, and more—to improve claim management. Predictive analytics could also 
inform reserving and efficiently generate fair settlements by enhancing insight into claims. 
With this emerging analytic model, an insurer could verify that the settlements generated 
for new claims were consistent with the company’s historical offers.  

Predictive analytics have the ability to positively affect the claims department’s overall 
numbers because they bring greater consistency to all claims. Errors in judgment—such 
as unrealistically high or low offers, especially those made by less experienced claims 
staff—are diminished. Ultimately, this brings greater predictability to loss costs, assisting 
with financial forecasting. 

Industry media, analyst firms, and consultants alike are loudly beating the analytics drum. 
Research firm Strategy Meets Action sees it this way: “Data and analytics are funda-
mental capabilities that all insurers must have. The timeline for execution has condensed 
because technology is advancing at a rapid pace, and customers’ expectations and risk 
complexity have matched that pace.”3 Ernst and Young echoes this by advising insurers 
to “drive performance through analytics”4 in its 2016 US Property-Casualty Insurance 
Outlook. 

Many are on the right path
In 2016, Novarica found that “carriers are expanding existing business intelligence capa-
bilities to operationalize predictive analytics. One focus is identifying claims that could 
result in long-term payouts without clinical intervention before they become problems.”1 
But implementing big changes takes time, and resources that can help seem scarce. 
In January 2016, PropertyCasualty360.com reported that property/casualty insurers’ IT 
resources are “at a premium.”5 Claims executives know all too well that getting to the top 
of the development queue is never easy.

An easily implemented solution is the only practical option for insurers to get meaningful, 
insightful analytics without a lot of IT lift. Such a solution would analyze an insurers’ data 
to report settlement trends appropriate for the insurers’ customer base. It would also 
ensure fairness by bringing greater consistency to claims. By having analytics assist with 
consistency and issue recognition, claims managers could also deal more effectively with 
the mass retirement of claims adjusters.6 Their replacements—when those positions can 
be replaced—simply don’t have the historical knowledge to settle claims consistently.
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Forging ahead is easier than you think: Case in Point
Do you want unprecedented clarity to a claim’s likely best outcomes? Imagine an 
instantaneous analysis of claim attributes—such as injury type, claimant age, number 
of injuries, and more—with an accompanying comparison to historical claims your 
company has settled, including those that rank as best matches for the claim to be 
settled. Case in Point, a new solution on the U.S. market, provides this analysis with 
guidance for settlement amounts and likely length of time to settlement. 

This innovative analytics tool is available through:
• Liability Navigator®, our advanced decision support model proven to facilitate more 

consistent settlements 
• wcNavigator®, the market’s only predictive model that supplements your historical 

claims data with ISO-aggregated industry data 

Liability Navigator empowers handlers to resolve claims quickly, consistently, and fairly by 
producing general damages assessments and supporting liability determinations—even 
when claimants have preexisting conditions, multiple injuries, or other complications. The 
model simplifies the claims workflow with links to information about applicable state stat-
utes and a predictive calculator for determining comparative liability. 

wcNavigator enables handlers to proactively manage even the most complex workers’ 
compensation claims. Customers find that the solution identifies 24 percent of high- 
severity claims sooner than adjusters can without this solution’s support. Early identifica-
tion facilitates quick intervention that, in turn, can reduce total spend on severe claims by  
10 percent, on average. By providing a continuous score for claims severity, wcNavigator 
can identify potentially volatile claims from day one and help contain costs throughout  
the life of a claim.

Take claim insight further 
Case in Point is designed to deliver vital decision support at critical points in the claim life 
cycle. The newest product enhancement for the Navigator platform, Case in Point takes 
settlement insights one step further by supplementing your claims data with actionable 
intelligence from aggregate industry information. 

Users gain unprecedented insights about the most effective negotiation strategies and, 
therefore, the quickest paths to fair and final resolution of even the more difficult cases.

Even better: Case in Point uses the same historical claims data as Liability Navigator and 
wcNavigator. So, customers who use these products have no IT burden when upgrading 
to Case in Point.

Keep your claims on the path to successful settlement  
Don’t risk being unprepared for when claims take unexpected turns. Take advantage 
of the unprecedented guidance of award-winning claims analytics and gain insights to 

effectively manage even the most complex claims. The results will lead to more efficient 
claims processing, better reserving, increased consistency,  

and greater customer satisfaction.
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Kevin Dingwell | National Account Executive
ISO Claims Partners

For a demo of Case in Point,  
please contact:

kevin.dingwell@verisk.com

     PRESTIGIOUS INDUSTRY AWARDS
Finalist: Claims Technology Partner of the Year at Claims  
Awards 2016

 Winner: Claims Technology Initiative of the Year at the  
Insurance Times Tech Awards 2015

 Finalist: Innovation of the Year at the Modern Claims  
Awards 2016

 Highly Commended: Innovation of the Year at the Modern  
Law Awards 2015

 Finalist: Claims Initiative of the Year-British Insurance  
Awards 2015

 Finalist: Outsourced Partner of the Year at the Data,  
Analytics, & Technology Awards 2015

Case in Point has been available in the UK since 2015,  
and in that time it has been hailed by the General 
Insurance industry as a valuable technological innovation.  
Here are prestigious industry awards that the solution  
has either won or been a finalist for:

Case in Point  
has garnered award  
recognition in the U.K.
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